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Abstract—This paper aims at presenting a detailed analysis of domestic air passengers behavior during a major air traffic disturbance, from two complementary passenger-centric perspective: a passenger mobility perspective and a passenger social media perspective. By leveraging over 5 billion records of mobile phone location data per day from a major carrier in the United States, passenger mobility can be reliably analyzed, no matter which airline the passengers fly on or which airport they fly to and from. Such information is currently unavailable to the major aviation stakeholders at such scale and can be used to establish performance benchmarks from a passenger’s perspective. Combining it with a Twitter analysis provides a more detailed and passenger-focused analysis than the traditional flight-centric measurements used to evaluate the overall system performance. More generally, these two passenger-centric analysis could be implemented in real-time for a daily evaluation of the Air Transportation System, enabling a faster analysis of the impact of major disruptions, whether due to meteorological conditions or system failures.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Transportation System is a complex interconnected system that carried more than 631 million passengers on domestic flights in the United States in 2010 according to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) [1]. Passengers are at the core of this system and, yet, limited quantitative information about passenger movements is publicly shared. Each aviation stakeholder only has access to a partial view of the passenger-side of things. Passenger information is airline proprietary information. Each airline therefore has a partial view of passenger movements on board aircraft and on the ground (from check-in kiosks and counters to boarding the aircraft). Airports gather customs or security records, shuttle traffic, parking occupancy, sometimes measure queue lengths, while third-parties collect online traces through WiFi hotspots and Bluetooth beacons [2]. Therefore, a system-wide data-driven picture of passenger behavior remains unavailable. The BTS provides aggregated passenger data per market but no granular information. Passenger surveys conducted by airports or airlines, while very detailed, remain limited to small samples of passengers and short time periods, and may not be representative.

Airports constitute the main bottlenecks of the air transportation system. The management of different airport processes is shared between various stakeholders, from airlines to government, airport authorities and third parties, who do not necessarily rely on each other to make decisions that may affect others [3]. Passengers’ satisfaction is largely driven by their experience at the airport, and this experience is the result of the combined control exerted by many stakeholders.

For several years, NextGen [4] in the United States and SESAR [5] in Europe have been advocating a shift from flight-centric metrics to passenger-centric metrics for the performance evaluation of the Air Transportation System [6] [7]. Multiple studies have shown the disproportionate impact of airside disruptions on passenger door-to-door journeys. Flight delays do not accurately reflect the delays imposed upon passengers’ full multimodal itinerary. Cook and al. [8] designed propagation-centric and passenger-centric performance metrics, and compare them with existing flight-centric metrics. Bratu et al. [9], calculated passenger delay using monthly data from a major airline operating a hub-and-spoke network. They show that disrupted passengers, whose journey was interrupted by a capacity reduction, are only 3% of the total passengers, but suffer 39% of the total passenger delay. Wang [10] showed that high passenger trip delays are disproportionately generated by canceled flights and missed connections. 9 of the busiest 35 airports cause 50% of total passenger trip delays. Congestion, flight delay, load factor, flight cancellation time and airline cooperation policy are the most significant factors affecting total passenger trip delay. Both NextGen and SESAR aim at improving the predictability and resilience of the Air Transportation System, which includes reducing door-to-door travel time for passengers. Currently, simply measuring door-to-door travel time remains a major hurdle.

However, most individuals now carry a cell phone, and heavily use it through out the day. Phone carriers collect Call Detail Records (CDR), indicating when an individual makes a phone call, texts, or browse online, as well as the individual’s approximate location when doing so. Please note that such records belong to the carriers and are generally not publicly available. Only in a few instances have partial data sets been anonymized and released for research applications. As early as 2008, Bayen et al. demonstrated the use of smartphones to monitoring highway traffic in the Bay Area [11]. Gonzalez et al. showed how large scale studies of CDRs can help understand individual mobility patterns [12]. Blondel et al. provided a thorough survey [13] of applications of mobile phone data from mobility, to urban planning and help towards development in Africa for instance [14] [15]. De Montjoye et al. built a Python toolbox to help researchers analyze,
visualize and build robust features from mobile phone data [16]. Douglass et al. provided high resolution population estimates from mobile phone data [17]. CDRs can be used to identify home and work locations reliably and allow the extraction of additional frequent locations, activity travel diary validated comparing them to household surveys [18]. Toole et al. focused on using CDRs for urban planning, and in particular travel-demand estimation to provide validated origin-destination matrices on the ground and road usage patterns [19].

Another popular source of data previously used for studying large-scale behaviors is social media, in particular Twitter. With more than 68 millions active users in the United States[20], Twitter is an important pool of user-created data that is still not fully leveraged. Twitter has already been the main focus of many studies, including studies on its network topology by Java et al. [21], Krishnamurthy et al. [22] and Huberman et al. [23], as well as more recent studies by Palen et al. on how Twitter is being used during natural disasters [24], [25] [26].

The main contribution of the paper is to provide tools for the analysis of the impact of disruptions on the air traffic system from two different passenger-centric perspectives: a passenger mobility perspective using mobile location data from a major US phone carrier and a passenger social media perspective based on Twitter data. These tools are implemented and tested a posteriori in the case of the bomb cyclone that hit the Northeast part of the United States in January 2018, causing the closure of Kennedy International Airport (JFK) and severe capacity decreases at Logan International Airport (BOS), Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR) and LaGuardia Airport (LGA). The passenger mobility perspective is based on a previous experimental proof [27] that mobile phone data enables the identification of domestic air passengers and supports the analysis of their behavior, under both nominal and degraded conditions. Combined with a passenger social media behavior perspective, these two analysis yield a better understanding of the impact of this bomb cyclone than the traditional flight-centric data coming from the BTS database.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the bomb cyclone and its impact on flight operations, leveraging publicly available on-time performance data from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Section III offers a passenger-centric perspective in this paper, focused on passenger mobility, supported by mobile phone cell-tower location data from a major US carrier. Section IV provides a second passenger-centric perspective, focused on passenger travel experience, using publicly available Twitter data. Section V draws the conclusions of the study and provides future research perspectives.

II. THE BOMB CYCLONE AND ITS IMPACT ON AIR OPERATIONS

From January 2nd to January 6th 2018, a massive blizzard nicknamed “Bomb Cyclone” disrupted the Eastern Coast of the United States with a peak on January 4th. More than 90 percent of LGA flights, more than 70 percent of Newark Liberty flights and 20 percent of JFK flights were announced to be cancelled on January 4th. Both JFK and LGA airports were closed for safety measures due to the weather conditions [28] [29]. Port Authority closed JFK airport at 10:45 am on January 4th, expecting reopening at 3 pm. At 2 pm, the reopening was pushed to 8 pm. At 6 pm, it was pushed a second time to the next day, January 5th, at 7 am. On January 7th, the record low temperatures led to water pipes breaking at JFK Terminal 4, forcing a partial evacuation and flooding hundreds of luggage.

A. Overall Impact on the United States

The on-time performance measures of the BTS provide flight-level information for each day, indicating for all scheduled flights, whether a flight was canceled or delayed, and comparing scheduled versus actual departure and arrival times. In this section, we selected the top 45 airports in terms of traffic volume in the continental United States and extracted all traffic between these airports. Given the hub-and-spoke structure of the airport network, this represents the majority of domestic operations.

![Fig. 1: Number of flights per departure airport (BTS)](image)

The number of flown flights, aggregated by departing airports each day between December 27th, 2017 and January 12th, 2018, is shown in Figure 1. This initial flight-centric perspective confirms the major impact the bomb cyclone had on four airports in particular: BOS, EWR, LGA and JFK. The volume of flights on January 4th is an extreme outlier for these airports, which are amongst the busiest in the United States, and is still lower than usual on January 5th.

B. Focus on the North East

Figure 1 highlighted the impact of the bomb cyclone on four major airports of the North East of the United States, namely JFK, LGA, EWR and BOS. Figure 1 highlights the abnormal flight operations on January 4th (each of these airports had less...
than 30 flights overall) and emphasizes the two-day recovery period needed to return to a normal volume of operations.

However, the recovery in terms of schedule adherence and delays took longer, as depicted in Figure 2, showing the number of delayed flights at these airports. First, there are almost no delayed flights on January 4th since the vast majority was cancelled. The recovery period took about five days. Figure 3 presents the average flight delay per day at each airport at departure and arrival. The average departure delay shows different recovery profiles. LGA airport had its peak departure delay (across only 11 flights) on January 4th, while it was on January 5th for the other airports. Moreover, on the worst day of the Bomb cyclone, January 4th, at BOS, the average flight delay spiked to over 11 hours, for the only 3 flights that landed. For the other three airports, the peak arrival delay is on January 5th.

III. BOMB CYCLONE FROM MOBILE LOCATION DATA

In this section, the method of passenger selection validated in [27] is implemented and analyzed for the time period covering the bomb cyclone.

A. Global view of domestic passengers experience at airports

The top 45 airports in terms of traffic were chosen for this study and latitude/longitude bounding boxes were created for each of them. On a daily basis, 5 billion records are collected by the carrier each time a phone connects to the cellular network and an approximate location is obtained from cell tower triangulation. A record consists in an anonymized user id, a time stamp and the approximate latitude and longitude of the user. Passengers are identified if they have a cell phone record located within the bounding boxes of at least two different airports, provided these airports are not in the same metropolitan area. Once the passengers are detected, only the initial and final time stamps within each bounding box are kept in order to have a reliable estimate of the time spent by the passengers in each airport.

The number of passengers per day for these airports using this method is represented in Figure 4. From this plot, the same four northeastern airports are noticeable as outliers on January 4th and 5th, 2018. This simple observation indicates that, from a passenger perspective, the peak of the bomb cyclone’s impact was not solely located on January 4th as the BTS data shows.

Making a box plot visualization of the time spent at airports yields a more condensed way of comparing the performance of the airports in terms of passenger time spent within the airport. Figure 5, which shows the average and quartile distribution of the time spent by passengers at each airport on January 2nd, 2018, at departure or arrival. As expected, passengers typically spend more time at departure than at arrival. January 2nd is selected as a fairly uneventful day, to portray the usual performance of each airport from a passenger’s perspective. For example, LAX and MCO have the highest average time spent by passengers at departure, with 130 minutes, but LAS has the highest standard deviation, with 71 minutes. At arrival, the worst performer is DFW with 87 minutes on average.

Compare Figure 5 for January 2nd with Figures 6 & 7 - showing Jan 4th and 5th respectively. On January 4th, the number of passengers at BOS, EWR, JFK and LGA is very small. Between January 2nd and 4th, passengers spent in average less time at departure at the impacted airports (about 10 percent) but with a wider distribution. Visually, this can be illustrated as the box plot sinking and widening compared to its normal state. While the average time spent at departure is similar to that of January 2nd, the standard deviation is about 20 percent higher for these four airports. On January 5th,
when there were less cancellations but a peak in flight delay, we observe a peak in time spent at departure. For instance, at JFK, on January 2nd, a departing passenger spends 109 minutes on average, with a standard deviation of 59 minutes. This is a good performance compared to the other airports in the United States. But on January 5th at JFK, the average time at departure for passengers jumps to 194 minutes and the standard deviation to 98 minutes.

These new plots and new methods have confirmed that mobile phone data do pinpoint airports that are going through major disturbances by establishing a reliable benchmark of their performance from the passengers perspective.

B. Analysis at each airport in the North East

Once the most impacted airports are identified from comparing with the top airports, a more specific analysis can be conducted to better evaluate if this disturbance impacted each of these airports differently.

1) Visitors: First, we examine the behavior of users visiting the airport, i.e. people who were within the bounding box of an airport. These visitors includes passengers, airport staff, taxi drivers, and anyone driving by as well. This approach is useful to know if the disturbance only affected passengers or a wider group. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the number of visitors per day over two weeks around the bomb cyclone for the four impacted airports. Each airport considered typically employs between 15,000 and 40,000 people, as airport staff. Thousands of domestic and international passengers transit through each airport. Friends and family drop off and pick up passengers. Several airports are located along major roads or highways, and because location data is noisy, pings might be recorded within bounding boxes around the airport. What matters here is not the absolute number but the relative changes day to day. The signal for passengers is much cleaner thanks to a more elaborate filtering.

The drop on January 4th is clearly visible for all four impacted airports, with different recovery profiles. EWR had the fastest recovery while JFK’s recovery was slower and started a day later.

Plotting the distribution of the time spent at these airports by
visitors every day yields some striking patterns. From Figure 9, the average time spent by visitors is fairly consistent over the days except on January 4th and 5th. These plots show that even the number of visitors dropped during the bomb cyclone, most likely because the snow levels made access to these airports difficult. The peak is most visible for BOS.

This visitor-centric view gives us a better insight on the impact of any disturbance for different airports. During the bomb cyclone, both passengers, who flew in or out of the airport, and visitors were impacted. The difference of impact between the different airports for visitors also illustrates how the airports’ access routes had an effect or were impacted by the anomaly.

2) Passengers: The box plots used to create a performance benchmark from a passenger’s perspective proposed in section III-A are useful to pinpoint impacted airports, and they can be used in a different configuration to gain additional insight on the differences between normal and disrupted behavior at each airport. Figures 10 and 11 shows the evolution across days of the average and standard deviation of the time spent at departure and arrival for passengers at the airports most impacted by the Bomb cyclone. The differences noted previously become obviously visible in terms of averages: on January 4th, at JFK, EWR, LGA and BOS, there is a small decrease in the average time spent at departure with a wider distribution for smaller waiting times followed by an important increase of the average time spent on January 5th with an increased distribution spread as well. Regarding the time spent at arrival, the patterns are similar, although less marked. In terms of standard deviations, JFK has a large increase in the width of the time distribution starting January 5th for the time spent at departure and a four day recovery period for this parameter while LGA does not have this increase in width as well as a one day recovery period. EWR and BOS experience a lower increase in spread than JFK and they both have a three day recovery period. Overall, the recovery took longer at JFK than at EWR, LGA and BOS.

IV. BOMB CYCLONE ON TWITTER

A. Volume of tweets related to airlines/airports

Using Twitter’s developer API[30], we collected tweets related to airlines or airports handles (see Table I) over the same time period as in the previous sections. We created a database of tweets labeled by airline and by airport. Each entry of this database consists of the tweet ID, the time stamp, the text and the account handle used for the search.

First, we aggregate the volume of tweets per day and per handle and examine its evolution over time in order to understand the social impact of the bomb cyclone. Figure 12a illustrates that customers had a different experience depending
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airlines</th>
<th>@united, @Delta, @AmericanAir, @SouthwestAir, @SpiritAirlines, @VirginAmerica, @JetBlue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>@JFKairport, @EWRairport, @BostonLogan, @LGAairport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Twitter handles used for gathering tweets

on which airlines they were flying. The most impacted airlines were Jetblue (B6) and Delta (DL). Figure 12b highlights how much worse the impact was at JFK airport compared to other North East airports, with a disproportionate amount of tweets from January 4th to January 14th. The peak of tweets is observed on January 7th, when a terminal was flooded by a broken water pipe.

To obtain a more detailed picture of the situation on social media, we examine the tweets on an hourly basis. From Figure 13, we notice that Delta typically has a higher tweet volume over all days than other airlines, with a peak on January 7th. JetBlue shows a large increase in tweets on January 4th in the afternoon, before steadying at a lower level, albeit higher than on normal days, for the following two days. The visualization of tweet volume is more striking in terms of airports aggregated per hour, see Figure 13b. From the normal small chatter common to the other airports, JFK becomes a huge source of tweets as soon as 6am on January 4th. And this source takes five full days before slowly disappearing, which is consistent with the phone location analysis presented previously in Section III.

B. Tweets about delays and cancellations

While monitoring tweet volume provides clues regarding the presence of anomalies, Twitter is most useful to obtain contextual information. Using simple filters based on the presence of keywords, one can get a better understanding of airlines’ performance and overall passenger satisfaction. Filters on cancellation or delay related keywords yield some interesting results. The keywords used for these filters can be found in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cancellation</td>
<td>cancellation, cancel, cancelled, postponed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>delay, delayed, wait, waiting, late, postponed, hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Keywords used for filtering tweets

Applying these filters and aggregating all airlines-related tweets reveals that cancellations had a greater impact than delays on passengers’ social behavior as shown on Figure 14. The volume of cancellation-related tweets increases almost five-fold on Jan. 3rd, the day many cancellations were first announced given the weather forecasts, and keeps increasing on January 4th when the cancellations actually take place. The five day impact seen on the previous analysis is still visible on Figure 14a. Regarding the volume of delay-related tweets, the increase is less visible since the amount of delay actually decreased due to the increase of cancellations. However, the return to normal activity around January 10th is still clearly visible on Figure 14b.
C. Topic analysis on tweets

A more elaborate way of exploiting information from tweets is to perform a topic analysis of the tweet database using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [31] and comparing "normal" days (January 9th - 11th) with days where the bomb cyclone impacted the East coast (January 4th - 6th). A first step in topic analysis is to clean and format the tweets analyzed. For instance, any reference to websites or pictures is replaced by a corresponding keyword. Mentions of other users within a tweet (@someone) and most emojis are similarly replaced. Note that "dm" means "direct message" on twitter, which is used when a user wants to take a public conversation to a private channel. As our database contains many responses from airlines, we also replaced the individual signatures of each agent by a keyword. Dates and times are also generically replaced by keywords. The resulting text is then filtered against common stop-words and words occurring only once in the whole month of January 2018 are removed. Topics are then generated using the Gensim [32] library. The best topic representation out of five runs was chosen using coherence measures introduced in [33]

Two different methods are used to study the impact of the bomb cyclone using topic analysis. In a first approach, topics are generated using the airlines-related tweets across the full month of January 2018, and then their relative importance is ranked for each set of days, see Tables IV and III. As may be expected, the topic concerning cancellations and delays went from 4th place during the normal days to 1st place during the bomb cyclone.

A second approach provides more specific insight regarding the bomb cyclone. Topics were determined independently for each set of days using only the tweets from the corresponding days. They are then ranked by importance on each set of days, see Tables VI and V.

### Table III: Top 4 monthly topics for Jan. 9-11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Top 10 words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>mention, flight, get, time, thanks, delayed, cancelled, flying, us, flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>mention, flight, get, time, thanks, delayed, cancelled, flying, us, flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>mention, flight, get, one, know, delayed, cancelled, flying, us, flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>mention, flight, get, one, know, delayed, cancelled, flying, us, flights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV: Top 4 monthly topics for Jan. 4-6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Top 10 words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>mention, flight, website, picture, thanks, time, great, airline, travel, flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>mention, flight, website, picture, thanks, back, get, thank, bag, signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>mention, flight, get, picture, one, plane, airport, check, still, help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>signature, website, please_dm, sorry, dm, happy, hi, hear, bag, flight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V: Top 4 specific topics for Jan. 9-11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Top 10 words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>flight, mention, get, time, flights, cancelled_jfk, still, time, delayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>signature, sorry, mention, thanks, us, know, please, flight, team, airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>mention, thank, website, get, signature, picture, time, see, flight, airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>mention, picture, flight, thanks, website, get, us, help, one, airport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI: Top 4 specific topics for Jan. 4-6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Top 10 words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>mention, flight, get, one, know, plane, picture, still, website, bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>signature, sorry, thanks, flight, get, hear, know, mention, time, us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>mention, picture, website, flight, signature, help, back, thanks, flying, get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>mention, flight, get, time, thanks, delayed, cancelled, flying, us, flights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Highlighting the large impact of the bomb cyclone, the keyword "jfk" suddenly appears during the corresponding time period and is associated with "cancelled" and "delayed" within the top topic. Interestingly, the tweets considered are the tweets related to airlines' handles and not to airports' handles. For the set of normal days, the topics are less specific even though they illustrate usual tweets about vacations, trips, waiting for luggage at airports as well as discussions between passengers and airlines customer services.

V. Conclusion

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper constitutes one of the first big data applications of mobile phone data
and social media data to the analysis of the impact of large disruptions in air transportation. Leveraging two weeks of mobile location data in the United States, with more than 5 billion records per day, as well as two weeks of Twitter data, we show that mobile phones and social media can act as sensors for air traffic passengers, yielding a more complete and richer picture of the situation than traditional flight-centric measurements from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Thanks to these independent sources of measurements, various aviation stakeholders, who currently only have access to a partial and private view of passenger behavior, could now reliably measure system-wide passenger-centric metrics. These methods were implemented in this paper in order to provide insights on how the passenger experience was impacted at airports in the North East of the United States during the Bomb Cyclone in January 2018.

Future work will focus on implementing more automated and closer to real-time methods for analyzing and visualizing passengers experience in order to provide faster insights on the impact of different major air-traffic disturbances. The authors are also looking to scale this analysis to other countries.
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